Modeling growth of one-dimensional islands: influence of reactive defects.
Influence of reactive defects on size distribution of one-dimensional islands is studied by means of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations in combination with an analytical approach. Two different models are examined: a model with anisotropically diffusing atoms irreversibly aggregating to islands, and a reversible model close to thermal equilibrium which allows atom detachment from islands during the growth. The models can be used to simulate island growth of group III metals deposited on the Si(100)2 x 1 surface at room temperature: Al, Ga (irreversible model), and In (equilibrium model). We demonstrate that concentration of the reactive defects 0.0025 per site may change the island size distribution from monomodal to monotonically decreasing in the case of the irreversible model. At concentration >or=0.005 defects per site, a difference between results of the studied models is suppressed by the influence of the defects and similar island size distributions are obtained.